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Basic assumption of this talk :
An excess of events is observed, that 
could be a Higgs Boson...
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What is it ?
Something is seen in Standard Model discovery modes :
● The pessimist (1) : it's standard model background
● The pessimist (2) : it's the standard model Higgs Boson
● The optimist : it's the first of 26 completely new particles
  (e.g. in total 42 fundamental particles)
● The realist : it might be the (Standard Model) Higgs Boson, 
  we will have to analyze carefully to make sure
➔ What is the mass and width (charge??)
➔ Production processes / cross sections
➔ Branching ratios, couplings, self-coupling?
➔ Spin, CP, tensor structure of couplings
(e.g. we have to work hard for a long time)
Something is seen in an “exotic” discovery mode :
● Not a Standard Model Higgs Boson, next step will be all possible 
measurements, but hard to make any predictions now...
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What do we know at the moment ?
(for a Standard Model Higgs)
Direct Search
● MH>114.4 GeV (95% CL)
● gives a limit on the Higgs 
coupling g2(H,Z) to Z
Indirect Search
● MH=85+39-28 GeV (68% CL)
● MH<166 GeV (one sided 95% 
CL upper limit)
● MH<199 GeV (including the 
direct search)
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What do we know at the moment ?
(for a Standard Model Higgs)





● Nothing really seen so far, some BSM models start to get excluded
● Getting close to SM Higgs sensitivity limits
and
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What would we like to know from LHC ?
● First the Higgs Boson has to 
be discovered !!! 
If it is a Standard Model 
Higgs, the LHC should be 
able to do this...
➔ Measure mass and width
➔ Measure couplings strength









Measuring the Higgs Boson mass (1)
● In itself the mass doesn't tell us if it is a Higgs or not
● But, whatever property is measured, we have to compare the 
results to some theoretical predictions!!!
● Most theoretical predictions vary a lot with the Higgs Boson 
mass SM Higgs branching ratios
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Measuring the Higgs Boson mass (2)
● For a standard model Higgs : 
calibrate the detector, find the H→ and or 





( From CMS Physics TDR )
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gg→H→WW
Measuring the Higgs Boson mass (3)
● If it is not a standard model Higgs, the coupling to 
W (needed for H→) or Z could be suppressed
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Measuring the Higgs Boson width
● Detector resolutions are of the order of 1 GeV
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● The Higgs Boson couplings should be related to particle 
masses : high particle mass ↔ large coupling
● The coupling parameters can be extracted from rate 
measurements :
YY→H•BR(H→XX) ~ 
➔ Main problem in case of a light Higgs Boson (m
H
<200 GeV) :
One cannot measure H directly at the LHC
Example : - All partial decay width i increased by factor 2
- New decay mode to jets with BR(jets)=jet/H=50%
→ total width H increased by factor 4
⇒ All measured rates are exactly as in the SM
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➔ Information of Higgs couplings 
g2(H,X) in production and decay 
in 13 independent channels is 
combined
W ~ g2(H,W)
➔ To cancel  H one needs to 
normalize to one decay mode; 
overall WW is the best
e.g.
➔ Systematic uncertainties, 
especially from theory, play an 
important role










 g gH⋅BR HZZ 
 g gH⋅BRHWW 
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Need one absolute value for any X or H :
➔ A lower limit on H is given by the sum of all visible decay 
width : H≥W+Z+++b
● Need a (reasonable) assumption for some upper limit :
➔ Assumption : to fulfill the unitarity limit on W scattering the 
coupling g2(H,W) of the Higgs to W has an upper bound (for 
any number of Higgs singlets and doublets):
g2(H,W) ≤ g2(H,W,SM)
2nd option : Measurement of absolute 
Higgs Boson couplings
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Measurement of absolute couplings
Also allows to limit the rate
                    of unobserved





Evaluated for a SM Higgs
hep-ph/0406323
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Measurement of couplings
- Exclusion of MSSM scenarios -
In some regions of MSSM 
parameter space only one light 
Higgs Boson is visible :
● Try to exclude MSSM 
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Determining the Higgs Boson
spin and CP
Spin :
● Spin 1 : no decays H→ and no production gg→H
● Angular correlations of decay products in gg→H→ZZ→4l
CP :
● Angular correlations of decay products in gg→H→ZZ→4l
● Angular correlations of tagging jets in WBF Higgs 
production 
● Possible : angular correlations in ttH and in  decays
● Best CP testing power at LHC for the VV→ tensor (non SM 
contributions could come from heavy particle loops)
a
1
=const : SM (scalar) a
2
 : CP-even a
3
 : CP-odd (pseudoscalar)
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Testing for pure spin/CP states : 
inclusive →ZZ→4l events (m

>200 GeV)
Look into angular correlations in →ZZ→4l
● Both Z are on-shell
● Event rates normalized to SM rate in gg→H→ZZ→4l
● Distribution of plane angle : F()=1+ cos()+ cos(2)
● Distribution of polar angle : G()=T*(1+cos2)+L*sin2
: R=(L-T)/(L+T)
● Test for :
Spin 1, CP +1
Spin 1, CP -1
Spin 0, CP -1
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Testing for pure non SM spin/CP states






Measuring the CP state
●  is Spin 0 resonance
● Allow only scalar and pseudoscalar 
contribution to ZZ coupling
● Introduce CP parameter 
-/2<</2; SM(scalar) : =0
CMS
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| > 3 - 4.5; m
jj 
> 500 – 1000 GeV
● General structure of VV→ tensor :
● Use 
jj
 of tagging jets as discriminating variable
a
1
=const : SM (scalar, CP-even) a
2
 : CP-even (=0 in SM) a
3
 : CP-odd (=0 in SM)
hep-ph/0609075
tag-jets
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What is possible with the ILC ?
Precision measurements !
● Mass from recoil distribution, 
independent of final states
● Total width
● Absolute coupling strength 
without model assumptions
● Spin, CP, tensor structure of 
couplings
➔ Make sure if it is the 






( ILC=International Linear Collider, √s=350-1000GeV, ∫ℒ=500fb-1 – 1ab-1 )
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Recoil mass of the Higgs in ZH
Central measurement :
● Allows to observe a Higgs 
independent of the decay mode !
● Allows an absolute measurement 
of the g2(Z,H) coupling 
● Allows to measure the Higgs 
mass : mH2=(pin - pll)2
● / ~ 2%
● m ~ 50 MeV
● g(Z,H)/g(Z,H) ~ 1%
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Total width from WBF events
For mH>160 GeV
● Direct measurement from lineshape
For mH<160 GeV
● Measurement of cross section in 
WBF events
● Combine with an absolute 
measurement of BR(H→WW)
➔ H=W / BR(H→WW)
➔ H/H ~ 5%
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Higgs Boson couplings
Model independent 
measurement of absolute 
coupling strength :
● Z known from (ZH)~Z
● H known using WBF and 
BR(H→WW)
➔ X / H = BR(H→XX) =
(ZH,H→XX) / (ZH)
➔ Precision of a few % is 
possible
➔ Allows to analyze the Higgs 
sector without assumptions
2HDM/MSSM
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Summary
● Tevatron starts to get sensitive to a Standard Model Higgs soon
● To determine if it is a Standard Model Higgs the measurement 
of the Higgs Boson mass is crucial
● At the LHC first measurements of Higgs parameters will be 
possible with good precision (~10-20%)
➔Higgs Boson coupling ratios can be measured with good 
accuracy, absolute couplings can be measured using 
theoretical assumptions
➔Some information on the coupling structure (Spin, CP) can be 
extracted from H->ZZ and WBF events.
● At the ILC very precise (~1 %), model independent 
measurements of the Higgs sector will be possible
I have not shown everything and tried to give a fair overview. I 
apologize if I have forgotten to show important results !!!  
